Elevating CX & Eliminating Risks
with EngageOne RapidCX
Selecting the Right Integrated Customer Engagement Platform

Introduction
According to Gartner, low effort customer service is key to
growth for service providers such as banks, and insurance
companies as well as for telecom and utilities providers.
It’s therefore shocking that customers are four times more
likely to leave a service interaction less loyal than when they
entered. 94% of customers that experienced a low effort service
interaction, expressed an intention to repurchase. 88% said
they would increase their spending, and of those reporting
a high effort, a massive 81% reported an intention to spread
negative word of mouth. Furthermore, 61% said they intend to
stop purchasing from these companies entirely! A lot is on the
line.

94%
of customers reporting low effort
during a service interaction
expressed an intention to repurchase
An Amazon-like experience has become most peoples’
expectation and customers now expect similar omnichannel
experiences from all their service providers. This has led many
businesses to increase the channels on which they engage
customers, often implementing new solutions for each new
channel. Customers expect interactions across all channels to
be consistent. However, it’s challenging to deliver seamless and
relevant customer communications throughout each customers’
journey, if none of the channels share underlying design, data
models, or approval workflows.

81%

Sharing these capabilities across channels gives each line
of business the flexibility they need to meet their unique
communication needs. They can quickly configure new
communications or update existing ones and avoid using
custom code. It also becomes easier to add new channels
in the future without writing code or buying new solutions.
Furthermore, a single source of cross-channel customer
interaction data can be more easily leveraged to give the
insights you need to maximize the outcomes of your customer
communications.
The challenge of delivering low effort omnichannel customer
experiences is exacerbated in regulated industries where
multiple stakeholders need to approve each communication
update and audit trails of all updates are required for
compliance.
When your call center volume increases with questions about
a new communication, call hold times increase and customers
get frustrated. As much as you’d like to make rapid updates to
your communications to better explain the topics customers are
calling about, common reality is that it takes many businesses
2-3 months, sometimes longer, to update a communication
and associated business rules. Besides typically complex and
disparate approval processes for approving communication
changes, there is often a heavy reliance on IT and, or outside
vendors for making these updates via a traditional software
release cycle. All this makes it challenging to get updates into
production quickly to meet the business needs.

90%
of customers expect interactions
across all channels to be consistent

of customers reporting high effort
during a service interaction reported
an intention to spread negative
word of mouth
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Omnichannel Challenges
Common Reality
Most businesses already have, or are in the process of, consolidating core systems, e.g., core
banking systems, policy admin systems and customer care and billing systems for telecom
and utility providers. Many businesses also have an integrated digital experience platform
(DXP). Consolidating core and digital experience platforms is critical for streamlining business
processes. However, what is typically left behind is the fragmented communications ecosystem
delivering suboptimal customer experiences triggered by the events in your core and DXP. This
undermines the value of your core and DXP consolidation projects and fails to deliver the low
effort customer experiences you need to build customer loyalty.
It’s common for businesses to rely on disparate communications systems, often reliant on custom
code, to deliver omnichannel customer experiences across various internal or external partners.
This results in:
• One-off niche application builds
• No shared data model which inhibits flexibility and tech evolution
• Hardcoded and fragmented processes
• Updating templates takes months & different teams for each channel or communication type
• No centralized end-to-end governance
• Limited ability to evolve the CX with new channels or communication types
These are reasons why service organizations struggle to deliver the low effort customer service
that their customers demand and why improving customer retention remains challenging.

CORE

CX

Digital
Experience
Platform

The solution to delivering low effort customer service is an Integrated Customer Engagement
Platform that supports all the channels your customers demand using a single hosted platform
with shared data models, integrated workflows, and end-to-end governance.
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A New Reality
The Integrated Customer Engagement Platform
An Integrated Customer Engagement Platform uses:
• Common data models across channels to improve operational flexibility
• Integrated workflows across channels to ensure easy auditability
• Rapid “no code” updates to templates to speed content & business rule changes
• Centralized end-to-end governance for tracking, reconciliation & compliance
• Provides visibility into all communications “as-delivered” for all stakeholders
• Makes the evolution of CX as business and customer demands change easier
Clients using an Integrated Customer Engagement Platform,
reduce the time it takes to make communication updates and
deploy them to production from 90+ days to less than a day.
Business users can make 75% of communication template
and business rule updates without needing support from IT or
relying on a software release cycle. Multilevel workflows are a
core part of the platform making it easy for all stakeholders to
approve customer communication updates via a secure web
interface designed for business users.

90 Days to
90 Minutes

All changes and review steps are logged in an audit trail for
compliance. An Integrated Customer Engagement Platform
also significantly reduces customer communication errors. All
communications are available for secure viewing, “as-delivered”,
from the omnichannel archive that is part of the platform,
along with delivery statuses and the ability to remediate
across channels in the event of delivery failures. An Integrated
Customer Engagement Platform remediates all delivery failures
and in over 80% of the cases remediation is fully automatic.

80%
of delivery failures are remediated
automatically

CORE

CX
Integrated
Engagement
Platform
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Augmenting Customer Engagement
with Contextual Help
Customers get frustrated if their questions are not answered
fast. A global study, by research firm Savanta, found that more
than half of customer service agents (51%) do not feel they’ve
been given the training they need to operate as the ‘voice’ of
their organization and be a true brand ambassador. Almost half
(43%) said they had not received sufficient training to search
relevant knowledge spaces on behalf of customers to be able to
find the answers to their questions. Meanwhile, more than one
in three (36%) contact center workers report a lack of training is
also responsible for the second largest cited customer frustration
– contact center staff being unable to provide the best, most
empathetic responses.

51%
of customer service agents don’t feel
trained to operate as the ‘voice’ of
their organization

The difficulty giving customers the right level of service in their
moment of need is exacerbated by customer service jobs having
one of the largest turnovers of any job category. Furthermore,
the great resignation is adding to the challenge.
In most organizations, the 80/20 rule applies to their customer
service. That is, 20% of the questions make up 80% of the total
enquiry volume.
Imagine if 80% of customer enquiries could be answered
immediately with the best answer every time. How would your
customer satisfaction and retention be impacted if every enquiry
was handled by your most skilled and experienced customer
service agent? And, what if your customers could receive this
help without needing to call?
Delivering this type of service is possible today with contextual
help. Contextual help is automated and personalized help
delivered via chat or video. What makes contextual help
powerful is that even before it is launched it:
• Knows what your customer just read
• Knows the most asked questions about what they read
• Has access to the most effective answer to each of these
questions
• Can personalize these answers on the fly using customer
data

•

How would customer satisfaction
and retention be impacted if 80% of
enquiries were handled by your most
skilled and experienced customer
service agent?
You can place contextual help links throughout each customer
communication and give customers immediate access to the
best answers to their questions.
Depending on a customer’s preferences, the nature of their
question and the most effective format for answering that
question, the same contextual link can either launch a
personalized chat or video session. Both sessions have access
to the same underlying customer data and use it to deliver the
most relevant and concise answers.
If based on a customer’s preferences a session is initiated on
one channel, say chat, but part way through it is determined
that video is a more effective medium for helping the customer
further then the chat service can offer to launch a personalized
and interactive video experience that further helps your
customer understand the information she needs to know.
Similarly, a video can launch a chat experience if rules suggest
that chat is a more effective way of answering your customer’s
current question.
When the chat service cannot automatically answer a question,
it seamlessly hands the session to a live agent. Details of the
current interaction are automatically presented to the agent
giving him the context he needs to efficiently help your customer
and not have to ask questions that your customer has already
answered!
With analytic insights into each step of a customer’s journey,
including what events led to questions requiring help from a live
agent these questions can be answered automatically in the
future too.
The barrier to automating the resolution for most customer
enquiries has never been lower. Now businesses can design,
manage, and optimize automated workflows to resolve
commonly asked questions throughout a customer’s journey.
Automated workflows that understand your customer’s context
and use personalized chat and video to delight your customers
with just the information they need when they need it and in
their preferred format.

• And can access recent interaction data to maximize the
relevance of each chat or video experience
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What You Need to Know
There are many things you need to consider when selecting
an Integrated Customer Engagement Platform. The next
section of this whitepaper lists critical capabilities an Integrated
Customer Engagement Platform needs to provide and why
each is important. There are few solutions that offer all
these capabilities on a single integrated platform. Therefore,
it is critical to carefully consider all these capabilities so
that you avoid having to integrate different solutions from
different vendors and end up with yet another fragmented
communication ecosystem.

Selecting the Right Integrated
Customer Engagement Platform
The right Integrated Customer Engagement platform will grow
your organization’s revenue by delivering the best customer
experiences while also reducing your costs and risks. This
section outlines the critical factors you need to consider when
selecting an Integrated Customer Engagement Platform.

Revenue Growth

Speed to Market

Impact
• Launch new products faster
• Flexibility to experiment & test
• Exceed roadmap objectives

Capability

Key ROI Metrics

Create, review, approve and deliver new
communications quickly without delays.

• Avg. Days to Launch New Products or Services

Cross Sell & Up Sell

• Monthly Revenue Opportunity Lost w/ Delay

Impact
• Make targeted and timely offers
• Track offer response rates
• Consistency across lines of business

Capability
Segment and target customers with cross sell/upsell
opportunities and offers.

Customer Retention
Capability
Highly personalized communications, self-servicing
and delivery options to drive high customer
satisfaction.
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Key ROI Metrics
• Net Incremental Revenue
• Customer Lifetime Value

Impact
• Improve the onboarding process
• Communicate like you know them
• Provide more self-service options

Key ROI Metrics
• Customer Retention Rate
• Customer Churn Rate
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Impact

Customer Engagement

• Personalize each interaction
• Use their channel of choice
• Manage tone and language

Capability

Key ROI Metrics

Leverage communications and data to provide
relevant messaging and drive actions.

• Net Promoter Score
• Customer Satisfaction Score
• Customer Effort Score

Partner Support

Impact
• Partner or Co-Branding
• Single Instance with Segregation
• Communications as a Shared Service

Capability
Manage all communications for multiple business
partners in a single enterprise platform.

Expanded Delivery
Channels

Key ROI Metrics
• Incremental Revenue from Selling Service to Partners
• Cross Sell Revenue from Partner’s Customers

Impact
• Customer’s chosen channel
• Broaden reach for offers
• Increase response rates

Capability
Provide multiple delivery channels based on
preference with seamless movement between them.

Key ROI Metrics
• Net Incremental Revenue
• Customer Lifetime Value

Impact

$

Increased ePayments

• Accept web & mobile payments
• Support scheduled auto-pay
• Process Credit, Debit, and ACH

Capability

Key ROI Metrics

Increase payment activity by offering self-service
payment options and reminders.

• # of e-payments per month
• $ of e-payments per month
• Avg # of days to pay

Customer Insights

Impact
• Track communication trends
• Mine transactional data
• Recommendations for next best action

Capability
Leverage first party transactional data to provide
insights and recommendations.
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• Net Incremental Revenue
• Customer Lifetime Value
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Cost Reduction Opportunities

Faster Change
Management

Impact
• No IT for 75% of changes
• Increase personalization
• Consistent enterprise voice

Capability

Key ROI Metrics

Create, review, approve and deliver new
communications quickly without delays.

• Avg. $ Cost Per Change

Automated
Reconciliation

• Avg. Length of Time Per Change

Impact
• Account for 100% of items
• Validate critical data
• Notify when out-of-balance

Capability
Data validation through each process step
(receipt, normalization, composition, upload, & delivery)

End-to-End Tracking

Key ROI Metrics
• Per Hour Cost for Reporting
• Per Hour Cost for Remediation

Impact
• Complete status visibility
• Earlier issue detection
• Trail for all changes/deliveries

Capability
Dashboard view of end-to-end processing and
delivery of communications.

Key ROI Metrics
• Per Hour Cost for Monitoring
• Per Hour Cost for Troubleshooting

Delivery Remediation

Impact
• Email & print delivery tracking
• Email bounce remediation
• NCOA/Address Cleansing

Capability
Multiple options to ensure delivery of communications
to customers.

Key ROI Metrics
• Return mail costs
• Per Hour Cost for Audit Delivery Reporting

Expanded Digital
Delivery Options

Impact
• SMS, Mobile and In-App Alerts
• Enhanced, interactive email
• Video and chatbot

Capability
Ability to offer customers delivery options in multiple
digital channels based on preference.

Key ROI Metrics
• Print and Postage costs
• Inventory Management costs
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On-Demand
Communication

Impact
• Controlled intuitive UI
• Auto-filling of customer & account data
• Include attachments/forms

Capability

Key ROI Metrics

Providing back office & call center teams the ability
to create on-demand communications using versioncontrolled templates.

• Per Hour Cost to Create Letters

System & Vendor
Consolidation

• Materials and Postage costs
• Call Handling Time Reduction

Impact
• Better control of end-to-end customer experience
• Easier governance
• Reduced subscription & maintenance costs

Capability

Key ROI Metrics

Consolidation of multiple systems and/or vendors into
a single Hosted Managed Service.

• Net Promoter Score Increase
• Reduced hours preparing for compliance audits
• Lower operational costs

Customer
Self-Servicece

Impact
• Access all communications
• Personalized video explainers
• Make Payments & Manage Wallets

Capability
Consolidation of multiple systems and/or vendors into
a single Hosted Managed Service.

Key ROI Metrics
• Call Cost Avoidance
• Customer Effort Score

Risk Reduction Opportunities

Audit Trail for All
Changes
Capability
All changes versioned, reviewed, tracked and available
for quick viewing access.

Audit Trail for All
Deliveries
Capability
Dashboard view of all delivered communications and
the tracking information for each.
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Impact
• Version control on all communications
• All change activity logged
• Quick access for audit requests

Key ROI Metrics
• Total $ cost of Fines
• # of Regulatory Actions
• $ cost saved for time supporting audit requests

Impact
• End-to-End Trail for all Communications
• Access to all delivered Communications
• Ability to track viewed Communications

Key ROI Metrics
• Total $ cost of Fines
• # of Regulatory Actions
• $ cost saved for time supporting audit requests
precisely.com | 877 700 0970

Impact

Single Source Archive

• All communications in one place
• Access controlled and tracked
• Centralized control of templates

Capability
Single repository for all as-delivered communications,
communication templates, and content.

Key ROI Metrics
• $ cost of time spent searching for communications
• $ cost saved from phone calls requesting a delivered
communications

Impact

Disaster Recovery

• Mirrored “hot” backup site
• Auto failover for minimum down time
• Recurring disaster recovery test exercises

Capability

Key ROI Metrics

Mirrored instance of all production services for failover
in case of a disaster.

• Reduction in Recovery Time Objective (RTO)
• Reduction in Recovery Point Objective (RPO)
• Lost $ Saved

Segregated Access

Impact
• Access controlled by User ID
• Custom User Roles & Groups
• Configurable Access Hierarchy

Capability
User-role based hierarchies to create division of
authority within the platform.

Key ROI Metrics
• $ cost saved on user admin
• $ cost saved with a single instance instead of multiples

Review & Approval
Workflows

Impact
• Configurable auto workflows
• Support for multiple tiers
• Full audit trail of all reviews

Capability
Configurable review and approval workflows for any
content template or resource changes.

Key ROI Metrics
• $ cost saved on manual review & approval process
• $ cost saved for time supporting audit requests

Data Masking & PII
Protection
Capability
Secure handling, storage, and protection of sensitive
and personal data.

Impact
• Mask Account and Card Info
• Controls for PII data management
• Segregation for Card Data

Key ROI Metrics
• Total $ cost of Fines
• # of Regulatory Actions
• $ cost savings controls and infrastructure
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Certified 3rd Party
Auditing

Impact
• SSAE and PCI Compliance
• Support for Recurring Audits
• 24/7 monitoring and controls

Capability

Key ROI Metrics

Team dedicated to ensuring and maintaining all
necessary compliance certifications.

• Total $ cost of Fines
• # of Regulatory Actions
• $ cost saved for time
• Supporting audit requests

Conclusion
The future has finally arrived and today Integrated Customer
Engagement Platforms like EngageOne RapidCX from Precisely
give you the ease, agility, speed, and governance you need to
deliver the best CX throughout your customer journeys.
Making sure an Integrated Customer Engagement Solution
delivers the maximum return on your investment means it
needs to provide the above capabilities on a single integrated
platform.
The questions you need to answer to determine the impact of
each of these capabilities on your organization are available
upon request via this link. Alternatively, we would welcome the
opportunity to discuss your requirements. Please use this link if
you would like to schedule a conversation.
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About Precisely
Precisely is the global leader in data integrity, providing accuracy
and consistency in data for 12,000 customers in more than
100 countries, including 97 of the Fortune 100. Precisely’s data
integration, data quality, data governance, location intelligence,
and data enrichment products power better business decisions to
create better outcomes.
Learn more at www.precisely.com.
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